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Law 5. Vessels Filled to the Full

We whose vessels are filled to the full have received the full filling. It is enough that a student be
like his master like his teacher however a student is not better than his teacher but maybe equal
and so we are. He who said that a greater than John the Baptist is here is Among Us. For John
was the culmination of the law and the prophets and we stand upon their works. So think it not
strange that we speak things more clearly in easily understood to those who have eyes to see and
ears to hear of a different nature. Of a spiritual one. Even as Christ is hit said his words are spirit
and they are life, this is what we have. This is who we have. Christ laid down his life for us to have
life and we do not scoff at the gift. We do not draw out or lengthen it as though the gift is not
enough in need something else be said.
It is us who correctly view the Gathering. It is not a collection of carnal vessels but us who have
carnal vessels who collect the invisible things of God and assemble them in ourselves. God's
collection in gathering is his own individual attributes, as we become then we are gathered to in like
manner.
We have accepted Christ are the fulfilled. We are the Phil to the full.

Even as it was displayed in the old Covenant that the women would go to the well and drop down
their pales into the water and draw them up full to set them on their shoulders. In this way we are
the filled vessels parallel to the head of the filler in share in the exact tude of who they are. Our
vessels are filled to be poured out to be filled again that you too may have life.
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